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ABSTRACT: The etiology of Alzheimer’s disease depends on
the relative abundance of different amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide
species. These peptides are produced by sequential proteolytic
cleavage within the transmembrane helix of the 99 residue C-
terminal fragment of the amyloid precursor protein (C99) by
the intramembrane protease γ-secretase. Intramembrane
proteolysis is thought to require local unfolding of the
substrate helix, which has been proposed to be cleaved as a
homodimer. Here, we investigated the backbone dynamics of
the substrate helix. Amide exchange experiments of mono-
meric recombinant C99 and of synthetic transmembrane domain peptides reveal that the N-terminal Gly-rich homodimerization
domain exchanges much faster than the C-terminal cleavage region. MD simulations corroborate the differential backbone
dynamics, indicate a bending motion at a diglycine motif connecting dimerization and cleavage regions, and detect significantly
different H-bond stabilities at the initial cleavage sites. Our results are consistent with the following hypotheses about cleavage of
the substrate: First, the GlyGly hinge may precisely position the substrate within γ-secretase such that its catalytic center must
start proteolysis at the known initial cleavage sites. Second, the ratio of cleavage products formed by subsequent sequential
proteolysis could be influenced by differential extents of solvation and by the stabilities of H-bonds at alternate initial sites. Third,
the flexibility of the Gly-rich domain may facilitate substrate movement within the enzyme during sequential proteolysis. Fourth,
dimerization may affect substrate processing by decreasing the dynamics of the dimerization region and by increasing that of the
C-terminal part of the cleavage region.

■ INTRODUCTION

The amyloid precursor protein (APP) is a single-span
membrane protein whose proteolysis by β-secretase produces
the C-terminal fragment C99. C99 includes the transmembrane
domain (TMD) which is subject to further proteolysis by γ-
secretase. Cleavage at multiple sites in the TMD produces the
amyloid beta (Aβ) peptides that form toxic oligomers and
amyloid plaques, one of the hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease.
Thus, proteolysis of APP is believed to play a fundamental role
in the etiology of the disease.1−3 The C99 TMD forms an α-
helix. Cleavage by γ-secretase is believed to be initiated at either
the ε48 (linking T48 and L49) or ε49 (L49/V50) sites and
continues by release of tri- and tetrapeptides after proteolysis at
alternate ζ- (ζ45 = I45/V46; ζ46 = V46/I47), and γ-sites (γ37
= G37/G38; γ38 = G38/V39; γ40 = V40/I41; γ42 = A42/

T43), resulting in two distinct product lines. Successive
cleavage leads to release of the most abundant Aβ40 and the
minor Aβ42 and Aβ38 peptides plus minor species, both longer
and shorter.4−7 This three- to four-residue stepwise cleavage
pattern suggests that the substrate TMD remains essentially
helical during processing. Proteolysis is thought to take place
within the lumen of the aspartate protease presenilin, the
catalytic subunit of the γ-secretase complex.8 Proteolysis by
aspartate proteases requires proton transfer from one catalytic
Asp to the carbonyl oxygen of the scissile bond as well as
nucleophilic attack of a water molecule which is H-bonded to
another catalytic Asp, at the C1 atom of the same carbonyl.
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Formation of this tetrahedral intermediate is followed by
cleavage of the amide bond.9

It is generally thought that helices cannot be cleaved without
first being locally unraveled.10 Therefore, it has been proposed
that the APP TMD helix has to unwind locally at the cleavage
sites to expose the carbonyl. Recent NMR structures were
determined for monomeric C99 and for a homodimeric TMD-
containing fragment of C99, both in micelles. The relevance of
the monomeric structure to membrane bilayer conditions was
directly confirmed by EPR studies of the protein in bilayers.11

In both structures, the TMD is fully helical except for a flexible
bend centered around G37G38.11,12 The helical segment
leading up to this bend (sites 29−37, which we refer to in
this paper as the “TM-N helix”) is believed to include sites that
drive both homodimerization13−17 and cholesterol binding,11

perhaps competitively. The helical TM segment starting at G38
and terminating at L52 is here referred to as the “TM-C helix”
and contains the various sites for cleavage. A bioinformatic
analysis suggested that the cleavage sites of different known γ-
secretase substrate TMDs exhibit low helix-forming propen-
sities resulting from an accumulation of potentially helix-
destabilizing amino acid types, like Ile, Val, and Thr.18 Indeed,
helix-destabilizing amino acids have been reported to facilitate
cleavage of the substrate TMDs of other intramembrane
protease including site-2 protease,19 rhomboids,20,21 and signal
peptide peptidase.22,23 Thus, the TM-C helix may be subject to
transient unraveling that simply was not detected in the NMR
structural studies.11,12 In agreement with the idea of local
unfolding, NMR and FTIR studies of a synthetic fragment
(E22−V64, Aβ numbering) in dimyristoylphosphatidycholine/
dimyristoylphosphatidylglycerol vesicles by Smith and co-
workers showed that the APP TMD unravels downstream of
the ε-site.15 A more recent ssNMR study by Tycko and co-
workers of an APP TMD peptide (K28−K55) was performed
in various lipids. In dioleoylphosphatidylglycerol, the region
around the γ-sites was fully helical, while mixtures of helical and
nonhelical conformations of this region were found in neuronal
lipid mixtures.24

The APP TMD-N helix contains two consecutive GxxxG
motifs starting at G29. A GxxxG motif frequently forms the
interface of homodimerizing TMDs.25 Indeed, mutating G29
and/or G33 within the APP TMD decreased self-interaction of
the helix, which was correlated to decreased Aβ40 and Aβ42
production and enhanced Aβ38 formation.26,27 It was therefore
proposed that monomerization of the dimer by mutating Gly
facilitates read-through of γ-secretase; an interpretation which
implies that the substrate forms a homodimeric structure within
presenilin.26 However, it is not yet known with certainty
whether C99 binds to the active site of γ-secretase as a
monomer, a dimer, or both. Modeling the interface of the wild-
type sequence suggested that the G29xxxG33xxxG37 motif (the
Gly zipper) forms the dimer interface,15,17,26,28 which has been
supported by NMR experiments.14,15 Other models suggest
that it is the G38xxxA42 motif at the interface.17,29 Taken
together, these experimental studies support a consensus view
where the interface of the APP TMD helix homodimer includes
the Gly zipper and is characterized by a right-handed crossing
angle of the helices. We note that the helices interact in a left-
handed crossing angle in the most recent NMR structure of the
dimer, where the interface is formed by a heptad-repeat motif
of residues involving G38 and A42.12 It is possible, therefore,
that C99 populates both monomeric and at least two different
dimeric states, depending on conditions.

Since a systematic analysis of TMD helix backbone dynamics
and its potential dependence on dimerization has not been
available, we here examined the APP TMD helix by recording
amide exchange kinetics of monomeric recombinant C99 and
of synthetic TMD peptides. Surprisingly, we find that the
backbone dynamics of the dimerization region TM-N is higher
than that of the TM-C helix, even though the sites for γ-
secretase cleavage reside in the latter segment. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations support this finding and suggest
that dimerization decreases the dynamics of the dimerization
region and enhances the dynamics of the cleavage domain.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Amide HDX Rate Measurements of C99 with NMR

Spectoscopy. C99 with a C-terminal tag containing His6 was
recombinantly expressed in uniformly 15N-labeled form and purified
into lyso-myristoylphosphatidylglycerol (LMPG) micelles as described
previously,14 followed by adjustment of the pH to 6.5. To initiate
amide hydrogen-to-deuterium exchange (HDX), a 500 μL micellar
U−15N-C99 sample in H2O was mixed with 5 mL of 100% D2O in 100
mM Imidazole, pH 6.5. The sample was then concentrated back to
500 μL using a 30 kDa cutoff filter. Final C99 samples contained 0.2
mM U−15N−C99 in 10% LMPG (w/v), 100 mM imidazole, pH 6.5 in
ca. 90% D2O. 900 MHz 1H,15N-TROSY NMR spectra were recorded
serially at time points of 0, 2, 8, 16, and 24 h after mixing with the
D2O, with the goal being to monitor the disappearance of peaks due to
HDX as a function of time. The 0 h time point was recorded on a
matched sample in H2O.

NMR acquisition parameters were the same for the all spectra
collected, with 128 scans and 256 increments for each. To quantify the
extent of exchange for each backbone amide resonance, peak intensity
was monitored at each time point and compared to the intensity for
the reference sample prior to D2O addition (time = 0 h). For each
NMR experiment the total acquisition time was approximately 6 h,
such that the temporal resolution of observed HDX process is low. For
this reason, we limited our analysis to comparison of the exchange
states represented by the TROSY spectra collected over the 2−8 and
16−22 h time ranges (see Figure 1). Previously completed NMR
resonance assignments14 allowed the data to be interpreted in a site-
specific manner.

From the experimental ratio r of populations at t = 16 h with respect
to t0 = 0 h, an estimate of the exchange rate is: kHX = (1 − r(t))/(t −
t0). To compare these values with the MD-derived rates in Figure 5C,
we scaled their logarithmic values linearly between −3 and +2.

Peptide Synthesis. Peptides were synthesized by Fmoc chemistry
(A28−55, A28−44, and A37−55 were from PSL, Heidelberg,
Germany; AL-peptides were from Dr. Sven Rothemund, IZKF,
Leipzig, Germany), and were >90% pure as judged by mass
spectrometry.

Membrane Reconstitution of AL-Peptides. Deuterated AL-
peptides were incorporated at a molar peptide/lipid ratio of ∼0.02 into
liposomal membranes composed of dilauryl-phosphatidylcholine
(DLPC), dilauryl-phosphatidylethanolamine (DLPE), and dilauryl-
phosphatidylserine (DLPS) at a 3:1:1 molar ratio in 50 mM ND4Ac,
pD 7.5. The lipids were dissolved in 800 μL cyclohexane and
combined with peptide solutions in deuterated hexafluoroisopropanol
at a 20:1 (v/v) ratio, mixed, and lyophilized. Hydrating the lyophilisate
with 400 μL of 50 mM ND4Ac, pD 7.5, and subsequent sonication
gave the liposomes. The peptide/lipid ratios were determined as
described.30

CD Spectroscopy. For CD spectroscopy in solution, peptides
were dissolved in 80% (v/v) 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 10 mM
NH4Ac, pH 5 at 30 μM. For each sample, 10 accumulated CD spectra
from 185 to 260 nm were obtained using a Jasco J-710 CD
spectrometer with a 0.1 data pitch, 1 s response, 100 nm/min scan
velocity, 100 mdeg/cm sensitivity, and a path length of either 0.5 or 1
mm. Mean molar residue ellipticities were calculated based on peptide
concentrations as determined by UV spectroscopy using extinction
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coefficients of 5600 M−1 cm−1 for Trp. Secondary structure contents
were estimated by deconvoluting the CD spectra using the program
CDNN/PEPFIT that is based on peptide-derived reference spectra.31

CD experiments of peptides incorporated into liposomes were
recorded from 190 to 260 nm with 20 accumulated CD spectra at
70 °C and a path length of 0.5 mm. Acquisition parameters were the
same as for peptide solutions.
ESI-MS Monitored DHX Experiments for Synthetic Peptides

and Related Data Analysis. Solutions of deuterated peptide (100
μM in 80% (v/v) dTFE in 10 mM ND4Ac, pD 5.0) were diluted 1:20
with protonated solvent (80% (v/v) TFE in 10 mM NH4Ac, pH 5.0
unless specified otherwise) to a 5 μM final peptide concentration at 20
°C. Aliquots were removed after 0, 10 s, 20 s, and 30 s and quenched
by chilling on ice and by adding 0.5% (v/v) formic acid to lower the
pH to ∼2.6. Time points >40 s were recorded in continuous mode by
injecting reaction mixtures into the ion source of the mass
spectrometer for 4 h.32 The D-/H-exchange (DHX) kinetics of AL-
peptides in liposomes was recorded at 70 °C in discontinuous mode.
Mass spectra were acquired in positive-ion mode using a Waters Q-
ToF Ultima with one scan/second and evaluated as described.33 For
continuous measurements, five scans were accumulated and smoothed,
and centered mass/charge ratios were obtained for intervals of 10 s.
The triply charged isotope patterns were smoothed with the Savitzky−
Golay algorithm with 25 measuring points and a data pitch of 5. The
numbers of remaining deuterons was calculated as described.33 The
distributions of DHX rate constants were calculated from the DHX
kinetics using a maximum entropy method (kindly provided by Dr. A.
Marshall)32 or by fitting with a three-exponential function.
MD Simulations and Trajectory Analysis. Solvent simulations

were performed in 80% (v/v) TFE/water as described34 using the
CHARMM force field.35 The monomer with initial ideal α-helical
backbone conformation was solvated in a rectangular solvent box (10.3
× 6.0 × 6.0 nm3) containing 2314 water and 2314 TFE molecules and
6 neutralizing chloride ions. Peptide termini were charged. Peptide and
solvent were equilibrated for 12 ns with gradual release of constraints

on backbone atoms (1 ns with a force constant k = 5 kcal/(mol Å2), 1
ns with k = 2 kcal/(mol Å2), 10 ns without restraints) followed by 150
ns of free dynamics at constant temperature and pressure (T = 293 K,
p = 0.1 MPa). The dimer was constructed using the program CHI.36

One cluster with a right-handed crossing angle and G29, G33, and
G37 of both helices in close contact was averaged and used as the
starting structure. This dimer was solvated in a cubic solvent box of
10.3 nm side length (7165 water and 7165 TFE molecules, 12 chloride
ions) and subjected to 15 ns equilibration. For the first 3 ns positional
constraints were imposed on all backbone atoms (1 ns with k = 5 kcal/
(mol Å2), 2 ns with k = 2 kcal/(mol Å2,) followed by 2 ns where only
the Gly residues in the interface were constrained with k = 1 kcal/(mol
Å2). Finally all constraints were cleared, and the equilibration
monitored for 10 ns before recording free dynamics for 95 ns.

For membrane simulations, monomer or dimer were inserted into a
rectangular patch of phosphatidylcholine (POPC) molecules (10 × 10
nm, 260 lipids) with water boxes extending for 2 nm to either side of
the bilayer (∼36 waters/lipid) and containing 6 or 12 neutralizing Cl−

ions for monomer and dimer, respectively. For the first 7.2 ns,
positional constraints were imposed on all backbone atoms (0.2 ns
with k = 5 kcal/(mol Å2) on backbone atoms, k = 2 kcal/(mol Å2) on
lipids, water, and ions; 5 ns with k = 5 kcal/(mol Å2) on backbone
atoms, k = 2 kcal/(mol Å2) on water and ions; 2 ns with k = 2 kcal/
(mol Å2) on backbone atoms, k = 2 kcal/(mol Å2) on water and ions).
Finally, all constraints were cleared, and the equilibration monitored
for ∼40 ns before recording free dynamics for 110 ns (dimer) or 100
ns (monomer). Free dynamics was calculated with the use of the
SHAKE algorithm, periodic boundary conditions, and particle mesh
Ewald electrostatics (short-range real-space interactions were cut off at
1.2 nm using a switching function between 0.8 and 1.2 nm). The
temperature was kept constant (310 K) using a Langevin thermostat,
and a Nose−Hoover piston was employed for pressure control (NPT,
0.1 MPa). The CHARMM protein35 and lipid37 force field was used.
An integration step of 1 ps was used for the first ∼4 ns after which the
reversible multiple time-step algorithm38 was employed to integrate
the equations of motion with time steps of 1 fs for bonded forces, 2 fs
for short-range nonbonded forces, and 4 fs for long-range electrostatic
forces. All simulations were performed with the program NAMD.39

Structures were saved every ps for analysis.
To assess the convergence of the simulations, the mean distance

between all pairs of average backbone structures taken from
nonoverlapping time windows was analyzed as a function of sequence
position and window size.34,40 For the hydrophobic core of the TMDs,
mean distances <0.03 nm (monomer) or <0.06 nm (dimer) were
reached within 30 ns. Larger deviations up to 0.1 nm indicate deficient
sampling of an enlarged conformational space in the C- and N-
terminal parts resulting from helix fraying (residues 28−30 and 52−
55). In the case of the membrane simulations, the membrane
thickness, measured as the distance between two least-squares planes
through the phosphate atoms in upper and lower leaflets, was constant
after the equilibration phase (4.14 ± 0.04 nm). The area per lipid was
0.66 ± 0.03 nm2, which matches experimental data.41 The cell
dimensions did not fluctuate more than 3% in the bilayer plane and 1%
normal to the bilayer.

Analysis of H-bond populations and distributions, secondary
structure, helix bending, rotation and crossing angles, and root
mean-square fluctuations was carried out with routines provided with
the CHARMM software.42 For analysis of helix bending, TM-N and
TM-C helices were defined using the Cα atoms of residues 31−36 and
41−48, respectively.

An intrahelical H-bond is considered as closed if the H···O distance
is <0.26 nm and the N−H···O angle is in the range of 180° ± 60°. The
free energy profiles W(di) (potential of mean force, PMF) of the
intrahelical H-bonds were calculated from the distribution of the
closest distances di between backbone carbonyl oxygens at position i
and amide hydrogens at positions i + 4 (α-H-bond) or i + 3 (310 H-
bond). The PMFW(di) follows from the probability P(di) to observe a
given distance di: W(di) = −RT ln[P(di)/P(di,0)] (RT = 0.6 kcal/mol,
di,0 = most probable distance). For a Gaussian distribution, the PMF
resembles a harmonic potential characterized by a force constant

Figure 1. Use of NMR to monitor exchange of C99 backbone amide
protons for deuterons as a function of time. This figure depicts the
overlay of five 900 MHz 1H,15N-TROSY NMR spectra of C99,
collected at different points of time following dilution of C99 into
D2O. The black spectrum shows the reference spectrum collected in
an H2O solution. Red, green, purple, and cyan spectra reveal the state
of changes after 2, 8, 16, and 24 h, respectively. All NMR resonances
that could be accurately assigned are labeled. It should be noted that
because each spectrum required 6 h of acquisition time, the actual time
reflected by the data is a window spanning the designated time plus 6
h, with the observed spectra being weighted toward the early part of
the 6 h window because of the way the 2-D NMR data are collected
(most of the signal is detected in the early increments of the 2D
experiment).
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kPMF(i), which is related to the variance σi
2 of the length distribution:

kPMF(i) = 1/σi
2 . Since the length distributions differ only slightly from

Gaussians (correlation >95% in most of the cases), we calculated the
corresponding force constants directly from the variances σi

2 without
fit of the PMF to a parabolic function. Statistical uncertainties were
calculated by dividing the trajectories into nonoverlapping windows of
30 ns length and evaluating the standard deviations (SD) of the mean
values (66% confidence interval).
Calculation of DHX Rates from MD Simulations. The

exchange rate kDX for an amide deuteron is determined by (1) the
probability fop by which an amide H-bond opens and (2) the
concentration of exchange catalyst [OH−]: kDX(i) = fop(i)kB(i)[OH

−]-
(i), where kB is the rate constant for base-catalyzed DHX in poly-D,L-
alanine at the experimental temperature T = 293 K, corrected for
effects of neighboring side chains others than Ala.43 The factor fop(i) is
derived from the MD simulations and denotes the probability by
which an amide H has a distance dHO > 0.3 nm to the closest
intrahelical (α or 310) H-bond accepting carbonyl oxygens.34,44,45 In
bulk water [OH−] is directly related to the pH value and the
autoprotolysis constant KW of H2O: [OH

−]bulk/c
ø = KW/10

−pH (cø = 1
mol/L). Several factors contribute to the deviation of local [OH−](i)
around each amide hydrogen from the bulk value: (1) the 80% TFE
(v/v) solution contains water only as a cosolvent with 1/5 of the
molarity of bulk water; (2) hydrophobic side chains promote local
dehydration;46,47 and (3) preferential solvation by TFE48,49 increases
the local dehydration in a side-chain specific manner. Under the
assumption that the water dissociation equilibrium as well as the pH
will not change in 80% TFE, the ratio of local and bulk hydroxide
concentration is given by the ratio of the concentration of water
molecules: [OH−](i)/[OH−]bulk = ([HOH](i)/[HOH]bulk).

2 From
the MD simulations we calculated the number of water molecules
within a distance <0.7 nm of amide hydrogens.46 To obtain the local
water concentration, we take the volume excluded by the peptide into
account. If the numbers of molecules counted are nHOH and nTFE,

respectively, the volume Vsolv occupied by solvent molecules (water
and TFE) around the amide H is Vsolv = nHOHVm,HOH + nTFEVm,TFE
with the molecular volumes Vm,HOH = 31.56 Å3 and Vm,TFE = 116.28
Å3.48 We observed that the local hydroxide concentration at the
hydrophobic peptide cores is only 1/10 to 1/100 of the bulk
concentration, while it could exceed the bulk value by a factor of ∼10
near the charged termini. The presence of TFE can exert additional
effects: (1) The rates for H- or D-transfer reactions (e.g., kB and water
dissociation rate) might be influenced by the changed electrostatics;
and (2) local concentrations might be different from local activities.
These TFE effects are contained in a correction factor δ common for
all peptides. A value δ = 0.01 was found to be optimal as it minimizes
the reduced chi-square value χ2red

50 between experimental and
calculated DHX kinetics for previously investigated LV-peptides34 as
well as for A28−55 and derivatives to values in the order of 10−1 to
10−2. Figure S2 shows the results for L16, LV16, and A28−55.

■ RESULTS

The rationale of the present study was to determine the
backbone dynamics of the APP TMD helix by recording amide
exchange kinetics, which is a powerful way to analyze the
conformational equilibria along a protein sequence. The
exchange kinetics of amides that are potentially involved in
intramolecular H-bonding reports local and transient unfolding
of secondary structure.30,33,51,52 MD simulations provide
insights into the H-bond dynamics along the backbone as
well as into solvation.34,44 Both determine the local exchange
rates which can be calculated from the simulations to
complement the experimental analysis.

Monitoring Backbone Amide HDX for C99 in
Detergent Micelles. C99 was recombinantly expressed in
uniformly 15N-labeled form and purified into LMPG micelles.

Figure 2. Time-dependent replacement of amide protons with deuterons upon dilution of C99 into D2O solution. The intensity ratio is for the peak
intensity observed after exchange with D2O for 2 (red bars) or 16 (blue bars) h relative to a nonexchanged “time =0” reference sample. Negative bars
indicate that the peaks had disappeared completely, while the absence of either a positive or negative bar indicates that data was not measured for
that site because of difficulties due to peak overlap or assignment. The known topology of C99 is shown below each graph, with helical regions
indicated by large, colored rectangles and dynamic loops indicated by gray, small rectangles. The numbering given in the upper line refers to full-
length APP numbering while the lower line gives Aβ numbering. Data was collected for 0.2 mM U−15N-C99 in 10% LMPG micelles at pH 6.5 and
45 °C.
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LMPG is a close analog of natural phospholipids and is
generally regarded as a mild detergent. C99 dimerizes with only
very modest affinity in LMPG micelles14,53 and H-/D-exchange
(HDX) studies were carried out using a high (1000:1)
LMPG:C99 mol ratio in which only the monomeric form of
the protein was present.11 An aliquot of concentrated U-15N-
C99 stock solution was diluted into D2O, and

1H,15N-TROSY
spectra were recorded at time intervals, allowing monitoring of
the disappearance of the backbone amide 1H,15N cross peaks
due to replacement of the amide protons with deuterons
(Figure 1). Because each TROSY spectrum required 6 h of
acquisition time, exact quantification of amide exchange rates
from these data is not possible. However, comparison of data
from the 2 and 16 h time points provides a very clear
assessment of the relative rates of amide exchange in C99 in the
micelles (Figure 2).
C99 contains three domains in which DHX rates are

relatively rapid, reaching completion at 16 h. These are (i) the
N-terminus (through Q15, Aβ numbering), (ii) the loop that
connects a short surface-associated helix with the N-terminus of
the TMD (G25-K28), and (iii) the long connector between the
end of the TMD and the surface-associated helix at the extreme
C-terminus. Within these segments are sites that are completely
exchanged even at 2 h, and other sites for which significant
retention of protons are seen at 2 h. These results are
consistent with the results of previous NMR studies of micellar
C99 and of the isolated intracellular domain in solution having
suggested that these segments do not adopt stable secondary

tertiary structure, although there some local transient structure
is evident.14,54,55 Further, based on significant protection from
exchange even after 16 h at 318 K, the exchange data are
consistent with the presence of both a surface-associated α-helix
just prior to the TMD (K16 to D23) and one formed by the 11
residues at the extreme C-terminus.11 We note that the C-
terminal purification tag of C99 used in this work14 might
attenuate exchange at the extreme C-terminus. However, recent
EPR studies of C99 in lipid vesicles confirm that the C-
terminus is surface associated even when a C-terminal tag is not
present.11

The exchange data for the TMD (G29 through L52) is
complex. While exchange is at no position complete at 16 h, the
N-terminal portion of the TMD (TM-N) extending from G29
to V40 shows much lower protection (most evident for the 16
h data of Figure 2) than the I41 to I47 segment of TM-C that
includes γ- and ζ-cleavage sites. Some evidence for “fraying” of
TM-C is evident in the transition from I47 (at which protection
is high even after 16 h) to the end of this domain at L52. These
results indicate significantly greater helix backbone dynamics at,
and/or greater access of water to, sites located in TM-N as
compared to TM-C, except near the frayed C-terminus of the
TMD.

Monitoring Backbone Amide DHX for Synthetic APP
TMD Peptides in Isotropic Solution. Here, we analyzed the
secondary structures and DHX kinetics of synthetic peptides
that either represent the full APP TMD or contain mainly the
homodimerization (A28−44) or cleavage (A37−55) domains,

Figure 3. Secondary structure and backbone dynamics of the APP TMD helix. (A) Sequences of the predicted APP TMD (arrows indicate cleavage
sites leading to the Aβ40 and Aβ42 product lines, respectively) and the model peptides used here. All peptides contain an additional N-terminal
KKW(K) sequence for better solubility and quantification; A28−44 contains a non-natural C-terminal KKK sequence. (B) Averaged CD spectra and
calculated secondary structure contents (inset); n = 3−6, means ± SD. (C) Representative mass spectra of the triply charged A28−55 ion from
different time points of a DHX experiment. (D) DHX kinetics where the absolute numbers of remaining deuterons were normalized to the
maximum numbers of H-bonded amide deuterons in an ideal α-helix (A28−44 and A37−55, 19 D; A28−55, 27 D). Data points at t = 0 min
correspond to the numbers of amide deuterons seen after exchange under quench conditions. Data were fit with a MEM assuming Dt=0 min equaling
the maximum numbers of potentially H-bonded amide deuterons (continuous lines); n = 3, SD ≤ 0.3 D (error bars not shown). Inset is distribution
of exchange rate constants determined by fitting the data with MEM.
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respectively (Figure 3A, A28−55). The helical APP TMD is
thought to be located within a water-filled cavity at the active
site of presenilin.56,57 Since hydrophobic peptides precipitate in
water, we dissolved the APP TMDs in 80% (v/v)
trifluoroethanol (TFE) in aqueous buffer, as exercised
previously with other TMD peptides.30,33,58 The TFE water
mixture mimics the aqueous environment while maintaining
helicity and preventing aggregation. Circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy revealed that A28−55 and A37−55 form ∼70%
helix, while the helicity of A28−44 is decreased to ∼55% in
favor of random coil (Figure 3B). DHX kinetics were recorded
in the same solvent at a concentration of 5 μM where the TMD
remains monomeric as shown by fluorescence resonance
transfer experiments of labeled peptides (Figure S1). DHX of
exhaustively (>95%) deuterated peptides was continuously
monitored by determining the molecular masses of the triply
charged peptide ions using electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS). As exemplified by A28−55 spectra,
the isotope envelopes gradually shift with incubation time
toward lower mass/charge values (Figure 3C). A gradual mass
shift is diagnostic of uncorrelated exchange which suggests fast
local, rather than slower global, helix unfolding.59 Kinetics was
normalized to the respective numbers of potentially H-bonded
amides and follows the rank order A28−44 ≫ A37−55 ≥
A28−55 (Figure 3D). For quantitative evaluation, the kinetics
were deconvoluted by employing a maximum entropy (MEM)
method. This procedure returns a distribution of exchange rate
constants for each peptide.60 The distribution of A28−55 rate
constants shows two major populations of deuterons
exchanging within the incubation time (Figure 3D, inset).
The mean rate constants of the more slowly exchanging
deuterons peak at log(k/h−1) = 0.36 (corresponding to a mean
half-time of DHX of t1/2 = 96 min), while the faster deuterons
peak at log(k/h−1) = 1.27 (t1/2 = 2.2 min). While the slow peak
of the complete A28−55 TMD closely matches the main peak
seen with the A37−55 fragment, the fast A28−55 peak
corresponds to the major peak of A28−44. Flat regions
represent either deuterons that do not exchange within 240 min
(t1/2 > 12 h, log (k/h−1) < −1.2) or very fast deuterons (t1/2 < 5
s, log(k/h−1) > 2.7), respectively. While a quantitative
comparison of the full A28−55 TMD and its fragments is
difficult due to the different lengths of the peptides, it is evident
that the fragment harboring the dimerization domain (A28−
44) exchanges considerably faster than the one containing the
cleavage domain (A37−55), as seen with the full length protein
in LMPG micelles. The good agreement obtained with C99 in
micelles and isolated TMD peptides in solution shows that the
experimental design yields self-consistent results. The recombi-
nant protein would not be stable in our TFE/water mixture or
in water alone.
Next, the dynamics of the cleavage region was mapped using

a set of hybrid peptides. These hybrids are based on an
invariant oligo-Leu host sequence that forms a rather rigid α-
helix.30,34 Eight C-terminal Leu of the parental L19 peptide
were replaced by different octa-residue fragments that cover the
APP cleavage region and comprise γ-, ζ-, or ε-sites, respectively
(Figure 4 A). Thus, the DHX kinetics of these hybrid peptides
is thought to reflect the backbone dynamics around the
respective cleavage sites. The free C-termini of the TMD
fragments mimic the free C-termini of fragments that form after
proteolysis of C99 at γ-, ε-, or ζ-sites. Since CD spectroscopy
revealed that some of the hybrid peptides did not form stable
secondary structures in 80% TFE, we reconstituted them into

Figure 4. Secondary structure and backbone dynamics of hybrid
peptides. (A) Peptide sequences. (B) CD spectra and calculated
secondary structure contents (inset) of AL-peptides in DLPC/DLPS/
DLPE (3/1/1) membranes at P/L ∼0.03 in 50 mM ND4Ac, pD 7.5 at
70 °C. (C) DHX kinetics of AL-peptides recorded in liposomal
DLPC/DLPS/DLPE (3/1/1) membranes at P/L ∼0.03 in 50 mM
NH4Ac, pH 7.5 at 70 °C. Data points at t = 0 min correspond to the
numbers of amide deuterons seen after exchange under quench
conditions. Lines connecting the data points were obtained by fitting
the kinetics with a triple exponential function that was characterized by
a χ2red < 0.1 for all peptides; n = 3, means ± SD. (D) A representation
of the numbers of deuterons within the kinetically distinct classes A−C
and D, which represents deuterons that do not exchange within 4 h.
To make them comparable, the numbers were calculated after
averaging the respective DHX rate constants over all peptides
(Table S1). Black bars represent the numbers found for the L19
reference. To facilitate the comparison between AL peptides, we plot
the differences between the numbers seen with AL-peptides and L19.
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liposomal membranes. CD spectroscopy determined the
helicity of the hybrid peptides in the membranes to follow
the rank order L19 > AL39−46 ≈ AL42−49 ≈ AL45−52 >
AL35−42 (Figure 4 B). DHX kinetics were recorded over 240
min, where ∼9 to ∼11 potentially H-bonded amide deuterons
exchanged. Since three non-H-bonded amide-deuterons at the
helix N-termini exchange within the dead-time of the
experiment, another ∼9 to ∼11 remaining deuterons were
protected by the bilayer (AL-peptides contain 23 amides)
(Figure 4 C). Assuming that exchange can occur with similar
efficiency at both termini of a membrane-spanning helix and
that the N-terminal Trp residue is located at the headgroup/
acyl chain boundary leads us to the conclusion that ∼3 to ∼4
H-bonded deuterons are likely to exchange at the N-termini
and ∼6 to ∼7 deuterons at the C-termini. Accordingly, the APP
octa-peptide amides seem to exchange almost completely
within 240 min. For quantitative evaluation, the kinetics of
exchangeable deuterons was fit with a triple exponential
function, which describes some of them better than the
MEM (Table S1). This fitting procedure subdivides each
peptide’s amide deuterons into three classes (A, B, C) that
exchange with different rate constants (kA, kB, kC) plus a class D
that does not exchange within 240 min (Table S1). For a better

comparison of the numbers of deuterons within classes A−C,
we averaged the DHX rate constants of each class over all
peptides and recalculated the respective numbers of deuterons.
Now, the numbers of the fastest deuterons (∼4 to ∼7 in class
A) follow the rank order AL35−42 > AL39−42 > AL42−49 ≈
AL45−52 > L19 (Table S1). Figure 4D visualizes the
differences between the numbers of class A−D deuterons of
the hybrid peptides and L19. These differences show that
AL39−46, AL42−49, and AL45−52 contain more class B
deuterons than AL35−42 and that AL42−49 contains most
class C deuterons. Since AL39−46, AL42−49, and AL45−52
contain one or two Thr, the shift of fast class A deuterons into
intermediate class B and slow class C deuteron populations may
relate to Thr backbonding.

Modeling Backbone Dynamics and Homodimeriza-
tion of the APP TMD. MD simulations of the A28−55 helix
were performed in 80% (v/v) TFE in water, i.e., in a solvent
matching the experimental conditions of peptide DHX. The
objective was to obtain detailed insights into helix dynamics at
the carbonyl carbon (C1), which is attacked by acidified water
during proteolysis, and into H-bonding at the carbonyl oxygen,
which is the target of one catalytic presenilin Asp.

Figure 5. Backbone dynamics of the APP TMD helix probed by MD simulation. (A) Overall helix backbone conformation. The superposition (left
graph) was obtained by overlaying backbone traces from consecutive frames taken every 1.5 ns, each of which was oriented with a rigid-body fit of
residues 29−37 to the Cα atoms of an ideal α-helix (black trace). The Gly residues and amino acids at major cleavage sites are colored. Note the
anisotropic helix bending with preferential bending over the hinge, i.e., toward the Cα atom of G38. The average structure (right) identifies the
region around G37G38 as hinge, while the helical regions are represented by a ribbon. (B) Population of H-bonds that extend from the carbonyl
oxygen of residue i to the amide hydrogen of residue i + 4 (α-helix) or i + 3 (310-helix). The probability that at least one of these H-bonds is formed
is referred to as “α or 310”. (C) Local DHX rate constants of amide hydrogens at positions i and RMSF of C1 carbons at residues i − 1 around their
average positions as calculated from the MD simulation. For comparison, values roughly characterizing HDX rates in detergent micelles after 16 h are
given. (D) Force constants characterizing the potential of mean force of H-bonds extending from the carbonyl oxygen at residue i to the closest
amide of residue i + 3 (310) or i + 4 (α). For comparison, force constants were calculated for residues 5−23 of L16 (K3WL16K3) and LV16
(K3W(LV)8K3) helices whose C-terminal Lys triplets are overlaid onto the Lys-triplet of A28−55. Error bars indicate SDs calculated from 30 ns
block averages. Vertical lines denote cleavage sites.
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In order to validate our MD simulations, we first calculated
the global exchange kinetics and compared them to the
experimental observation. Previously, calculation of exchange

rates from MD using H-bond occupancies was moderately
successful.34,44 Here, a significant improvement was made by
using the local water concentration around the amide to

Figure 6. Interhelical interactions, backbone dynamics, and solvation of the A28−55 dimer characterized by MD simulation in isotropic solvation.
(A) Average structure and helix−helix contacts (left graph). On average there are 15 contacts formed at any frame of the trajectory as defined by
Cα−Cα′ distances <0.6 nm with >50% occupancy (dark, d < 0.5 nm; medium, 0.5 < d/nm < 0.55; light, 0.55 < d/nm <0.6). The superposition (right
graph) shows 100 snapshots taken every ns oriented by a rigid body fit to the Cα atoms of residues 29−37 of the average structure. As compared to
the monomer (Figure 5 A), the bending anisotropy of the helices is reduced. The average interface is slightly asymmetric since interfacial residues of
one subunit also contact residues closer to the N-terminus of the partner subunit in addition to their equivalent counterparts. The simulation
produced two slightly different dimer populations. The main population (65%) has a crossing angle −50° < Ω < −30° (most probable: −45°) and a
center of mass (COM−COM) distance of 0.71 ± 0.03 nm. The helices are oriented (rotation angles α/α′ = −15 ± 15°/ −130 ± 15°) such that the
G29xxxG33xxxG37 motifs point toward each other and optimize contact. The minor population with −80° < Ω < −50° (most probable: −60°) has
a larger COM−COM distance up to 0.95 nm, and the second helix is rotated by 270° (α/α′ = −30 ± 10°/ +150 ± 10°) diminishing the contact at
G29. (B) Helix dynamics characterized by force constants of intrahelical H-bonds extending from carbonyl oxygens at residue i to the amide of
residue i + 4 or i + 3 (upper panel, m = monomeric helix; h, h′ = helices in the dimer) as well as by the differences between mean dimer and
monomer values (lower panel). (C) Solvation of helices as determined by the numbers of solvent (water or TFE) oxygens within 0.5 nm of the
backbone carbonyl oxygens (upper panel, values at V50 to K55 are multiplied by a factor of 5) and differences between mean dimer and monomer
values (lower panel). Note that the variation of H-bond strengths of the individual helices is related to the extent of solvation. Error bars indicate
standard deviations calculated from 30 ns block averages. Vertical lines denote cleavage sites.
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Figure 7. MD simulation of monomeric and dimeric A28−55 in a POPC membrane comparison to solvent. (A) Comparison of dimer structures in
the membrane (dark gray) and in 80% TFE (light gray). The average structure obtained in the membrane was superimposed by a rigid-body fit to
the Cα atoms of residues 29−37 of helix h of the average structure obtained in TFE. Note that the membrane environment keeps the C-terminal
parts of both helices in the dimer closer together. Helix−helix contacts are shown for the membrane (see the legend Figure 6 A for coding of average
Cα−C′α distances). As compared to the helix contacts in TFE (Figure 6 A), the membrane environment favors a highly symmetric interaction
pattern with a unique crossing angle of −40.9 ± 4.2° and a reduced COM−COM distance of 0.68 ± 0.03 nm. The interface is shifted and orients the
helices in membrane such that the G29xxxG33 motifs point toward each other (major population: rotation angles α/α′ = −39 ± 19°/+125 ± 25°;
<10% shift to symmetry-related rotation angles α/α′ = +39 ± 18°/−129 ± 20°). (B) Influence of the membrane on helix dynamics and solvation of
the monomer as characterized by force constants of intrahelical H-bonds (upper panel, compare Figure 6B) and the number of solvent oxygens
within 0.5 nm of backbone carbonyl oxygens (lower panel, compare Figure 6C). Shown are the differences between mean values in membrane and
solvent. Negative values indicate destabilization or desolvation of the TMD in the membrane. Despite the pronounced influence on dynamics, the
average structures in both solvents are very similar (the backbone RMSD of core residues = 0.03 nm). (C) Impact of dimerization on helix dynamics
in the membrane as characterized by force constants of intrahelical H-bonds (upper panel, m = monomeric helix; h, h′ = helices in the dimer) as well
as by the differences between mean dimer and monomer values (lower panel). (D) Solvation of helices of monomer and dimer in the membrane as
determined by the numbers of solvent (water or TFE) oxygens within 0.5 nm of the backbone carbonyl oxygens (upper panel, values at V50 to K55
are multiplied by a factor of 5) and differences between mean dimer and monomer values (lower panel). Error bars indicate SDs calculated from 25
ns block averages. Vertical lines denote cleavage sites.
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calculate the local hydroxide concentration rather than using
the hydroxide concentration of bulk water (see Materials and
Methods). The close agreement between predicted and
experimental exchange kinetics of A28−55 is documented by
a χ2 value of 0.06 (Figure S2), demonstrating that the results
obtained by modeling agree very well with the experimental
data.
First, we characterized the global helix conformation (Figure

5A). The helix bends at a hinge near G37G38 where its TM-N
and TM-C parts move relative to each other within a ns time
scale. The average bending angle is 20° and ∼40% of the
conformations show a kink >20°. The rotation of TM-N
relative to TM-C is largely anisotropic and mostly “over the
hinge” so that G37 and G38 are at the concave side of the bend.
Second, we determined the occupancy of intrahelical H-

bonds, which indicates ≥80% α-helical structure (O(i) to
HN(i+4) bonding) from G29 to G33 and from G38 to V50. A
significant drop in α-helicity from L34 to G37 is partially
compensated for by pure 310-helix (O(i) to HN(i+3) bonding)
(Figure 5 B). Helicity tends to be lower within TM-N as
compared to TM-C. Of note, the stretch from V40 to A42
harboring γ-sites is somewhat less α-helical than ζ- and ε-sites.
The amide hydrogens and side-chain hydroxyls of T43 and T48
form simultaneous H-bonds to the carbonyl oxygens of their
respective i − 4 residues in >97% of all frames. This suggests
helix stabilization by side-chain/main-chain backbonding.
Third, we determined the site-specific backbone dynamics of

the TMD by calculating block-averaged root-mean-square
fluctuations (RMSF) of the C1 atoms around their positions
in the average structure and by computing local exchange rates.
Both sets of values correlate better with each other for pairs of
residues at positions i and i − 1 than for other pairs of residues.
Together, both values describe the dynamics of the amide bond
between neighboring residues. The results corroborate that the
backbone dynamics of TM-N is generally higher than that of
TM-C and that both are connected by the highly dynamic
G37G38 hinge. The helix termini exhibit the highest dynamics,
while the region from residue 44−50 is likely to correspond to
the seven deuterons that do not exchange on the time scale of
the peptide DHX experiment (Figure 5C). To compare MD-
and NMR-derived exchange kinetics, we estimated NMR
exchange rates from the intensity ratios at 16 h (see Figure
2). Both sets of position-specific exchange rates show similar
trends although they differ at some points, which could be due
to different access of the catalytic hydroxide ions to amides
within LMPG micelles and isotropic solvent, respectively.
Differences within TM-N could also result from interaction of
TM-N with the short preceding interfacial helix in C99.11 In
any case, the data suggest a gradient of decreasing amide bond
dynamics from the hinge region toward the ε-sites.
Fourth, the dynamics of intrahelical H-bonds was mapped by

calculating the free energy profiles W(di) (that correspond to
the potential of mean force, PMF) from the distribution of the
closest distance di between carbonyl O(i) and the potential
amide H-bond donors at positions i + 3 and i + 4. The force
constants thus obtained describe the full dynamics of H-bonds,
while DHX rates are computed from the abundance of amides
that only exchange when the O···H−N distances and angles
exceed given limits (see Materials and Methods). Lower force
constants, indicating more strongly fluctuating H-bonds, are
seen within TM-N as compared to TM-C (Figure 5 C). The
force constants were compared to values from LV model
TMDs that were previously designed for different backbone

dynamics.30,34 In general, the APP TMD exhibits a more
uneven distribution of force constants as compared to L16
(K3WL16K3) and LV16 (K3W(LV)8K3). Specifically, the H-
bonds extending from the carbonyl oxygens of G38, V40 to
A42, and L49 are characterized by values close to the more
dynamic LV16, while H-bonds of T43 to T48 are similar to the
ones of the more rigid L16 or more stable than those.
Fifth, we simulated an APP TMD homodimer to assess the

potential impact of helix−helix interaction on helix dynamics.
To this end, we constructed initial dimer models from the
A28−55 helix by short global-searching MD simulations in
vacuo.36 By averaging the similar structures of one cluster, we
obtained a dimer where G29, G33, and G37 are close to an
interface between a right-handed pair of helices (Ω = −19°).
This model is close to most dimer structures proposed
earlier15,17,26,28 and was subjected to MD simulation in 80%
(v/v) TFE in water. The simulation produced two slightly
different dimer structures (see legend of Figure 6 for details).
Average Cα−Cα ′ distances of Gly residues of the
G29xxxG33xxxG37 motif are <0.55 nm (at 50% occupancy
throughout the trajectory), while a few extra residues contact
each other at distances from 0.55 to 0.60 nm, including V40
and I41 (Figure 6A). The side chains of T43 and T48 are not
part of the interface and backbond to the carbonyl oxygens of
their respective i − 4 residues in >97% of all frames. The
average helix bending is reduced to 16°, only 25% of the
structures bend >20°, and “over-the-hinge bending” with
G37G38 on the concave side is preserved. The helices in the
dimer do not deviate significantly from monomeric helices in
terms of amide H-bond occupancies and connectivities (data
not shown). However, the H-bond length fluctuations, that
represent a more sensitive measure of backbone dynamics,
reveal that most H-bonds of dimer subunits fluctuate less
within TM-N and more within TM-C as compared to the
monomer (Figure 6 B). To uncover the potential cause
underlying these differences, we assessed solvation of the helix
backbones by counting the average numbers of solvent H-bond
donors within 0.5 nm of main-chain carbonyl oxygens (Figure 6
C). The Gly residues of the G29xxxG33xxxG37 motif are less
solvated than equivalent sites of the monomeric helix, while the
dimer exhibits more efficient solvation downstream of L49, in
particular at V50M51, which might weaken H-bonds within
TM-C.
Sixth, monomer and homodimer were subjected to MD

simulation in a solvated membrane patch consisting of POPC.
In the membrane, the monomer helix adopts a mean tilt angle
of 13 ± 4° and induces moderate positive mismatch, as
membrane thickness increases by 0.4 nm for lipids within 1.0
nm around the TMD. Compared to the peptides in solvent,
helix-bending in the membrane is drastically reduced (Figure
7A). Monomeric and dimeric helices have a major population
with a bending angle of ∼10°. Minor populations (monomer,
4%; dimer, 8%) show bending >20°. Like in the solvent system,
larger bending is asymmetric and occurs mainly in direction of
the helical face including the G37G38 hinge.The dimer
interface (Figure 7A) is more symmetric and shorter as
compared to the one in solvent. Only G29, A30, G33, and L34
are connected to residues of the partner helix over Cα− Cα′
distances from 0.45 to 0.55 nm, while G37 contacts L34 at a
distance from 0.55 to 0.60 nm. The membrane strongly
rigidifies the monomeric TM-N helix, as indicated by the H-
bond strength measured by the force constants that change by
∼10 kcal/(Å2 mole) at the positions of Gly residues (Figure 7B,
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upper panel); on the other hand, the membrane has only a
minor impact on TM-C dynamics (Figure 7B, lower panel). In
line with this, membrane embedding decreases monomer
backbone solvation within TM-N. Solvation changes very little
for most of TM-C, which is also scarcely solvated in aqueous
solvent; however, the membrane enhances solvation at the C-
terminus (Figure 7B, lower panel). Dimerization stabilizes TM-
N to a lesser extent in the membrane as compared to solvent
and stabilizes TM-C at V44 and I45. A feature that is conserved
between solvent and membrane is destabilization of helices in
the dimer from I47 to V50 (Figure 7C, upper and lower
panels). Also, helix destabilization close to the C-terminus is
paralleled by increased solvation of terminal regions at, or close
to, Lys residues (Figure 7D, upper and lower panels). A novel
feature not seen in solvent is destabilization at K28 along with
increased solvation.
Taken together, modeling confirms that the APP TMD

contains a dynamic homodimerization/cholesterol-binding
domain that is connected by a highly flexible linker to a less
dynamic cleavage domain. Homodimerization tends to dampen
H-bond fluctuations within the former while increasing H-bond
fluctuations within the latter.

■ DISCUSSION
Our results reveal that a highly dynamic dimerization, TM-N,
and a less dynamic cleavage, TM-C, domain of the APP TMD
connect at G37G38, which is the most flexible site in the TMD
with the exception of the frayed helix termini. The hinge has
previously been detected in monomeric C9911 and in a dimeric
APP fragment (G12-K55).12 It has been proposed that the
hinge might precisely position the TMD within a curved lumen
of presenilin.11 Thereby, the ε-sites may be positioned such that
they are close to the active site for initial cleavage. What could
be the functional significance of the pronounced TM-N
dynamics? We envision four, not mutually exclusive, scenarios:
First, if the G37G38 hinge is initially positioned at a curved site
within presenilin, sequential proteolysis would require sliding of
the TMD past this curved site, a process that would be
facilitated by a flexible TM-N domain. Second, a flexible helix
could improve cholesterol and drug binding to this region.11,61

Third, a higher backbone dynamics could enhance the rate of
dimerization by increasing the probability by which randomly
colliding helices enter a stable association; a similar mechanism
has been suggested for interactions between partially
unstructured proteins.62 Finally, high backbone dynamics
could facilitate the release of peptides from presenilin following
cleavage at γ-sites since a flexible helix may readily convert to
extended water-soluble structures. Given that substrate helix
unraveling is considered to promote proteolysis, one surprising
finding of this study was the relatively low and unevenly
distributed helix dynamics of the cleavage region. What are the
implications of these data for cleavage? Our C99 HDX
experiments and TMD simulations reveal that backbone
dynamics strongly increase downstream of the ε-sites, which
agrees with earlier data obtained by NMR spectroscopy.15 This
local unraveling at the helix C-terminus results from absent H-
bonds and side-chain/side-chain interactions between the
respective i and i + 3,4 residues as well as from increased
solvation. It is plausible, that this fraying of the substrate helix
promotes the initial endoproteolytic cuts at ε-sites. The newly
formed C-termini of the resulting C48 and C49 fragments
would then be frayed themselves which would facilitate ζ-
cleavages; this, in turn, would produce frayed C45 and C46

fragments, etc. The order of DHX kinetics seen with the octa-
peptide fragments (AL-peptides, Figure 4 C) suggests that,
once initiated, sequential cleavage becomes more facile as it
proceeds from the C-terminus toward the γ-sites. One may
wonder why the efficiency of sequential cleavage drops strongly
upstream of the γ40 site.4−7 Previously, this has been ascribed
to steric hindrance as a result of helix−helix interaction. The
substrate was proposed to be cleaved as a dimer since mutating
the Gly residues within the G29xxxG33xxxG37 motif led to
shorter cleavage products concurrent with decreasing self-
interaction of the TMD.13,27 Also, movement of the substrate
helix could be prohibited after cleavage at γ-sites due to
interaction of K28 with presenilin,63 or Aβ fragments
containing the relatively hydrophilic TM-N could readily
detach from the enzyme. In addition, our results suggest that
cleavage may be reduced by rigidification of the TM-N helix
after dimerization.
Do our results reveal why different Aβ peptide variants are

produced with different abundance? Experimental studies have
shown that Aβ40 is more abundant than Aβ42 and Aβ38 and
that shorter sequences are rare.4−7 One factor defining the
Aβ40/Aβ42 ratio could be differential cleavability at γ40 and
γ42 sites. Our data indicate similar dynamics at both sites in
terms of the C1 dynamics (Figure 5B), H-bond occupancy
(Figure 5B), H-bond length fluctuations (Figures 5D and 6D),
and local exchange rates at the respective i + 4 residues V44 and
V46 (Figure 5C). It is presently unclear how the efficiency of
proteolysis depends on these properties, and our data do not
indicate that the Aβ40/Aβ42 ratio depends on the local TMD
dynamics. However, the situation may be different at ε-sites
where cleavage is initiated. A close inspection of our data
reveals that (1) the L49 amide exchanges faster, (2) the L49 C1
carbon fluctuates more strongly (Figure 5B), (3) the H-bond
extending from the L49 carbonyl oxygen is more dynamic
(Figure 5D and 6B), and (4) the L49 carbonyl oxygen is better
solvated (Figure 6 C) as compared to the values seen at T48.
These differences may favor cleavage at ε49 over ε48 and thus
facilitate entry into the product line generating Aβ40.
Differences in H-bond dynamics are also seen at respective
positions of the L16 and LV16 controls. Therefore, they may
not only arise from sequence-specific local changes in helix
stability but also from the more sequence-independent C-
terminal helix fraying. In any case, the differences between T48
and L49 may facilitate the initial cut at ε49, thereby enhancing
Aβ40 production.
What could be the impact of TMD dimerization on TMD

processing? Apart from steric hindrance, as discussed above,
dimerization could affect proteolysis more directly. This is
suggested by our simulations of a dimer that conforms to most
experimentally supported models13−17 although alternative
models exist.12 Dimerization increases the level of solvation
at V50M51L52 carbonyl oxygens (Figure 6 C). Increased
solvation is suited to destabilize upstream regions,64 as revealed
by stronger amide H-bond fluctuations within TM-C (Figure 6
B), which could generally promote cleavage. This destabiliza-
tion is also evident from longer H-bonds in the dimer as
compared to the monomer in the recent NMR structure.12 For
comparison, we also simulated monomer and dimer in a POPC
membrane patch. The membrane has a strong stabilizing effect
within TM-N but little impact on TM-C. TM-N stabilization is
strongest at Gly residues, this coincides with the observation
that desolvation by the membrane is most significant at Gly
sites. This suggests that helix flexibility around Gly is not only
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related to missing intrahelical side-chain−side-chain interac-
tions, rather Gly can destabilize a helix in aqueous solvent by
enhancing backbone solvation. The effect of dimerization on
solvation at the C-terminus and on dynamics of the cleavage
region is qualitatively similar in the membrane and in solvent.
Since solvation by dimerization is somewhat less pronounced in
the membrane, the strongest impact of dimerization on the
dynamics of the cleavage region is probably felt in the aqueous
lumen of presenilin.
It is clear that embedding of the substrate helix within

presenilin8 could also affect its dynamics and hydration. Thus,
our results obtained with free substrate should be interpreted
with caution. Indeed, the Aβ40/Aβ42 ratio is influenced by
hereditary presenilin mutations that lead to early onset AD65−67

and by drugs that may intercalate between enzyme and
substrate.68,69 On the other hand, other disease-causing point
mutations that change the Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio are located within
the APP TMD.27,70,71 Thus, the efficiency by which the
different sites are cleaved results from a complex interplay of
substrate and enzyme.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, processing of the APP TMD could depend on its
primary structure at several stages. The hinge between the APP
TMD dimerization and cleavage domains may precisely
position the substrate within presenilin such that its catalytic
center can initially only access the ε-sites. The ratio of cleavage
products could be influenced by different extents of solvation
and of H-bond stabilities at alternate ε-sites. Substrate
movement during sequential proteolysis may be facilitated by
the flexibility of the TM-N helix. Finally, dimerization may
affect substrate processing by decreasing the dynamics of the
dimerization region while increasing that of the C-terminal part
of the cleavage region.
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